
HOTEL BELLES RIVES***** CELEBRATES ITS 90TH ANNIVERSARY 
AMID THE SECOND EDITION OF THE BAL MEILLAND®!

What better way to celebrate the 90th spring season than at a grand ball! The second edition of Bal Meilland® 
will take place on Saturday, September 21st 2019, at Hotel Belles Rives *****. This charity event is the result of 
an association of values and expertise between Marianne ESTENE-CHAUVIN, the owner of the legendary 
establishment in Juan-les-Pins and Matthias MEILLAND, 6th generation of the dynasty of famous rose gardeners.

THE MEANING OF THE BAL
Create a unique flower (the Belles Rives® rose by Meilland), choose a flagship destination (Cap d’Antibes), 
promote a certain know-how (the botanic and perfume industry of the Côte d’Azur), to participate in a 
significant cause *.

A UNIFYING EVENT WITH AN EMBLEMATIC HERITAGE: PERFUMERY
This exceptional event shines bright on the CÔTE D’AZUR: it enables the union of economic players and 
industry leaders of the region, both categories wishing to pay tribute to the perfume industry, local heritage 
of the Riviera, through the horticultural operators and producers of botanicals.

THE FLORE COMMITTEE, AMBASSADORS OF THE BAL MEILLAND®
Thanks to their reputation that goes far beyond the boundaries of the Provence Côte d’Azur region, 
ambassadors of the Bal Meilland® have the ability to attract the media and key partners whilst offering a 
wide visibility to the movement and purpose of the ceremony.

A STRATEGIC MOVE FOR COMPANIES IN SEARCH OF QUALITY INFLUENCE
The renowned character of Hotel Belles Rives is full of meaning and emotion: it is an opportunity to return to 
the origins of the Côte d’Azur and to grasp the basics as well as modernity after 90 years of twists and turns.
 
CHARITABLE ENGAGEMENT
The profit of the evening will be fully donated to the association LES FLEURS D’EXCEPTION DU PAYS DE GRASSE 
through the FEPG endowment fund. Created in 2008, the association was further put forward during the recent 
inscription of Grasse in the Cultural and Intangible Heritage of Humanity for "The know-how related to Perfume 
in Grasse" by UNESCO. Among its objectives, the Aromatic Fablab, aiming to be an area of production for 
local seedlings, a nursery to experimentation and advocacy of aromatic plants and cosmetics, which also 
aims to facilitate and empower the projects of tomorrow.

A PROMISING INITIATIVE
Supported not only by its guests but also by Jean LEONETTI, Mayor of Antibes, Jérôme VIAUD, Mayor of Grasse 
and David LISNARD, President of the Regional Committee of Tourism Côte d’Azur France, the event will gather 
around 220 guests around a dinner, a raffle and a ball in an enchanting setting: a decor of over 8,000 roses 
right on the beach...
The prestigious location of the Bal Meilland® supports the evening’s focus of a booming market by highlighting 
sponsors and luxury brand partners associated with the event in order to encourage future projects and a 
thriving branch in line with the image of the perfumery industry. 
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ABOUT

Matthias MEILLAND represents the family and the eponymous brand. The latter is experiencing 
an international development notably in China: recognised for its skills and large variety of 
roses named after celebrities, MEILLAND since continues to pursue its origins in a constant 
search for quality through an extremely rare and rigorous selection of plants.

Armelle JANODY and Carole BIANCALANA are respectively President, Vice-President and 
founding members of the Association 1901 law: ‘Les Fleurs d’Exception du Pays de Grasse’. 
The association encourages and facilitates the installation of a new generation of young 
farmers on land devoted to emblematic floral productions - it thus radiates a sector of 
niche and territorial excellence. It also participates in the mission of general interest towards 
preservation and enhancement of the terroir, landscapes and a heritage «recognised for 

centuries of practice» that once counted in the early twentieth century
up to 1,300 hectares of flowered fields versus about 70 today.

Marianne ESTENE-CHAUVIN, founder of the Belles-Rives Group *****, maintains with elegance 
and leadership one of the most legendary palaces of the Côte d’Azur. She is also Vice-
President of the FEMININ PLURIEL Provence Côte d’Azur network, which highlights the 
importance of women’s actions in our modern society. The Belles Rives is registered in the 
patrimonial inventory but took off thanks to the launches of exclusive events and the arrival 
of Antoine CHAUVIN-ESTENE the shift to modernity amongst luxury, calm and sensuality ...

* To become a partner of Bal Meilland® please complete the form on bellesrives.com
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